Background Virtual-Reality based simulation techniques offer an efficient and low cost alternative to the conventional surgery training. This article describes a VR training and assessment system in laparoscopic rectum surgery.
Introduction
In late years, the development of minimally invasive surgery (MIS) techniques in clinic, such as laparoscopic and endoscopic surgeries, is remarkable. Compared with traditional open surgery, due to the different eye-hand coordination and the fulcrum effect of the abdominal wall in instrument manipulation [1] , performance of MIS requires a special set of psychomotor and perceptual skills. Therefore, laparoscopic surgery is difficult to learn by observation and practice alone, with the conventional apprenticeship concept. A few approaches can be used to influence the learning curves of laparoscopic surgeons. One of them is called training box [2, 3] . These boxes may contain inanimate objects, which just provide mundane tasks. And these training objects are usually made from rubber or silica gel, which lack the realistic feel when handling human tissues. Animal tissue can be used as alternative, but it is different from the human anatomy structure. Though cadavers are available, they are quite expensive and hardly provide repetitive practice. In reality, residents in many nations, including the UK, actually develop their laparoscopic surgical skills by directly operating on real patients, under the supervision from senior surgeon [4] . Recently, with the rapid growth of computer power, virtual reality (VR) simulator has become a viable alternative approach, which allows the trainee to hone their skills by operating on virtual patients in a safe and repetitive manner.
The aim of this paper is to describe a VR-based training and assessment system for the laparoscopic rectum surgery. At present, colorectal cancer is the third commonest cancer in the UK, with approximately 40,000 new cases diagnosed annually [4] . It is estimated that 90% cases are suitable for the laparoscopic resection surgery. However, due to the complicated and technically challenging nature of the laparoscopic colorectal cancer surgery, there is a relative lack of trained surgeons to perform such high demanding operations. On the other hand, although there are several commercial VR based laparoscopic surgery simulators (LapSim [5] , Lap Mentor [6], Mentice [7] ) in the market, most of them aim to simulate procedures in cholecystectomy (gallbladder removal), ventral hernia repair, ectopic pregnancy and myomectomy. The application in rectal resection surgery for cancer is seldom due to the narrow pelvis, substantial large soft tissue deformation and complex interactions between surgery tools and soft tissue in operation. Therefore, it brings a greater challenge for the haptic response and realistic graphic computation.
In the recent years, a large amount of research has been made in virtual reality based surgery simulation. Pan et al. [8] described a simple simulator for the virtual laparoscopic rectum surgery. They select triangle mesh rather than tetrahedra model to represent the bowl. To meet the requirement of real time graphic performance, a cosserat rod model had been introduced to handle the physical deformation and collision detection. Choi et al. [9] designed a VR training system for laparoscopic oesophagus surgery simulation. They used boundary element method (BEM) to compute the deformation at the assumption of linear response. The mechanical parameters were collected from the experiments of animal tissue and integrated with haptic device. Heng et al. [10] developed a VR simulation system for the knee arthroscopic surgery. In the system, they used the virtual models from the database of Visible Human. And the finite element analysis (FEA) was applied to simulate the deformation and incision of soft tissue in real-time. Haptic rendering [11, 12, 13] is another important research field in VR based surgery simulation. Maciel et al. [14] presented a dynamic point algorithm for line based collision detection in haptics. They simplified the surgical instrument as a section of line with two end points, and a dynamic point is located between the two end points. In this approach, the dynamic point is the closest point on the line to potentially collide with the object. It can compute the interaction between a line-shaped haptic tool and the object model surface efficiently. De Novi [15] presented the Blobby modelling approach which represent organs with a set of spheres. It can perform fast collision detection between different organs and between virtual surgical instruments. Basdogan et al. [16] gave a review to survey all the important aspects of haptic device in MIS simulation, including haptic rendering, interface and data recording.
Compared with traditional surgical training method, besides providing repetitive tasks and variable complexity for trainees, VR based laparoscopic surgery simulators can also record the training progress, assess trainees' surgical skill objectively and offering constructive feedbacks. Gurusamy et al [17] provided a total of 23 randomized clinical trials to compare virtual reality training with other forms which include no training, video training, conventional laparoscopic training for surgeons without prior laparoscopic surgery experience. 612 participants were involved in these trials. The assessment considered following factors: (1) Time, such as calculating "operating time", "time for one stitch and two ties", or "time for driving a needle through the tissue and in tying a surgical knot"; (2) Error score, such as "error score by dropping the object or perforation of object" or "average error incidence by tear of sheet, slack of ligature."; (3) Accuracy, such as "mean number of correct incisions"; and (4) Others, such as speed, blood loss, number of movements, economy of movements, distance tracing of instruments et al. Through experimental investigation, this feedback in training can help trainees to correct surgical mistakes efficiently and make progress.
At present, most commercial medical simulators provide the basic functions of evaluation and consultancy to trainees considering a number of surgical factors, such as time of completion and wall collisions. However, for the specific laparoscopic rectum surgery training, few VR based simulators meet requirements above. In fact, the continued need for comprehensive assessment and instructor's feedback from training system is often cited as a primary reason for the reluctance of many medical schools to fully embrace virtual training technology [3] . For that purpose, we present a VR based training and assessment system for the laparoscopic rectum surgery. Firstly, referencing to the real surgery videos and MRI data, the surface mesh model of a section of rectum is constructed ad preprocessed as the training object. Generally, the cursor (proxy) from a haptic device (Phantom Omni) effects to one point during interactions. It can lead to incorrect soft tissue deformation during surgery simulation. To offer smooth and realistic geometric deformation in interactions, we have designed a generalized cylinder based collision detection algorithm for haptics. Secondly, to achieve the high deformation accuracy and real time graphic performance, we used the cosserat rod model mentioned in [18] to cope with the physical deformation of rectum. It parameterizes the centreline of the bowl with material coordinates which can be moved with the deforming structure. And rigid spheres are attached to the cosserat rod, which approximates the 3D shape as bounding volumes of the rectum. Thirdly, a multi-layer mass spring model is designed to cope with the deformation and surgery behaviour of membrane tissue surrounding the rectum. And a straightforward incision approach is presented based on this model. It can specially simulate the dissection procedure to detach the rectum from its surrounding tissue in real time. Finally, a hierarchy evaluation module coupled with dynamic assessment model has been implement to evalute and offer trainees constructive feedbacks in both intraoperative and post-operative manner.
Materials and Methods

Operation environment and VR simulator interface
In laparoscopic rectal resection surgery for cancer, some preoperative diagnosis and preparation should be made before operation [4] . An endoscopy is used to determine the histological confirmation of cancer and its location in the rectum. Then CT scan will be applied to provide the evidence of tumour spread to distant organs, such as lungs and liver. Sometimes, the patient will be recommended to have a MRI scan to acquire particular information on the local extent of the tumour. It can help with the formulation of a plan for treatment, in particular, whether the operation should be proceeded by chemoradiotherapy. In operation theatre, patient is usually placed in a modified Lloyd-Davis position (Fig. 1a) . The number of inserted operating ports varies between surgeons, but typically 4 operating ports need be used. An operation assistant is needed to control the laparoscope and help with the retraction of tissues during operation. The surgeon relies on a variety of tools, such as stapling devices, clips and L-hooks, to help seal, grasp, dissect and separate tissues. In whole procedure, the most challenging task and eventual aim of surgery is to detach the rectum from its surrounding pelvic structure. Then the specimen will be removed from the patient through an extraction site either via a Pfannensteil incision or in the left iliac fossa [4] . Fig. 1b shows the theatre set up for the laparoscopic rectal cancer surgery. Fig. 1c is a screenshot of our simulator interface. It illustrates a section of rectum model and the surrounding soft tissue covered. The simulator hardware (Fig. 1d) consists of a monitor, a computer and two haptic devices (Phantom Omni). Generally, one haptic device functions as a grasper, and the other functions as a L-hook or harmonic scalpel for dissection. The left haptic device can also be used as a navigation camera in this system. These haptic devices provide 6-DOF navigating parameters and 3-DOF force feedback. The software was developed with OpenGL, C++ and Qt. The overall system flow consists of three stages: preprocessing, real time operation and training evaluation. In the preprocessing, through the medical software package (3D Med 4.1) [19] , the image sequence of rectum from MRI is segmented and a rough 3D rectum model is reconstructed. Referencing several real surgery videos, our animator selects a specific section of bowls and clean the model. Then some surrounding tissues are generated and attached to the rectum surface. Real time operations include the collision detection, soft tissue deformation, dissection, graphic and haptic rendering, dynamic instruction for some evaluation metrics. According to the deformation result of soft tissue, the simulator tracks the orientation and position of proxy (the tip of haptic handle) and feeds back force through haptic devices. The training evaluation module is used to record the data of the trainee, and give the score and feedback of his/her performance in or after the training. The software architecture of the system can be described as Fig. 2 .
From the clinical aspect, our most important contribution is that a comprehensive framework of virtual laparoscopic rectum surgery simulation and evaluation has been provided, from system design to implementation. Compared with previous research work in VR based medical simulation, there are three innovative technical contributions as well: 1. A generalized cylinder based collision detection algorithm is presented to offer fast and efficient detection to the interaction between soft tissue and surgery instruments which has complex shape. 2. A multi-layer mass spring model is designed to cope with the deformation and surgery behaviour of membrane tissue surrounding the rectum. Correspondingly, a straightforward real-time incision approach is presented based on this model. It can specially simulate the dissection procedure to detach a section of rectum from its surrounding soft tissue. 3. A dynamic assessment model is presented and a hierarchy evaluation module has been implemented to collect and analyse the evaluation metrics for laparoscopic rectum surgery training.
Generalized cylinder based collision detection for haptics
In real time VR system, the display rate of graphic rendering is about 30 frames per second. However, in a multimodal virtual environment with haptic interactions, much higher update rate of about 1 kHz is needed to ensure smooth force feedback and continuous interactions. Theoretically, the force from the haptic device (Phantom Omni) applies to only one contact point during manipulation. The most efficient interaction method is to represent the proxy (haptic cursor) as a point. However, in many cases, the interactions of instrument in surgery simulation are using long slender tools (such as dissect, shear, L-hook and so on) in which the contact surface is an area or a line. Detection problems may happen if it is simplified as a single point or a line, especially when the local concavities exist in the model (Fig. 3) . In this simulator, we treat the surgery instrument as a generalized cylinder object (L-hook) or combination of multiple generalized cylinder objects (dissect, shear). And an innovative generalized cylinder based collision detection algorithm is designed. It can be described briefly as follows:
In Fig. 4 , supposing the two end points of axis (dotted red line) are: 0 p , 1 p . The radius of cylinder is variable along the axis. And in a certain area the value of radius is r . The precondition of this collision detection algorithm is that the surgery instruments should be outside of organ objects at first when the graphic rendering starts. Then in every frame of graphic rendering loop, each vertex ( v ) of organ object will be estimated whether it is inside of the cylinder or not. If it is inside the instrument model, the collision will take place. And a penalty force will be placed on the vertex according to its penetration depth. It can be divided into two steps:
Step 1: Calculating the angle: is outside of cylinder.
Step 2: Calculating the Euclidean distance ( d ) between v and cylinder axis line ( 0 1
penetrates the cylinder. There is a collision between tool and vertex ( v ). And the penalty force will be placed on
. Here, p is the closest point on 0 1
Here the radius r is not a constant. It can be variable according to the shape of different area in this generalized cylinder. So it can cope with the collision detection between organ model and surgery tool which has more complex shape. Compared with other collection detection approaches, such as point-based [11, 12] and line-based [13, 14] . Generalized cylinder based collision detection algorithm has two advantages:
(1) It can solve the "Local Concavity Trap" [14] . Usually, for haptic rendering, the contact point can be trapped in the local concavities when the handle of instrument contacts with the surface of soft tissue, or the tip of the tool contacts the bottom of a deep concavity at first. This case is called "Local Concavity Trap", which can be explained by Fig. 3 . In our generalized cylinder based collision detection algorithm, considered the whole shape and topology of surgery tool, each vertex on the mesh surface of soft object will be tested. Hence it prevents the "Local Concavity Trap". (2) The "Local Concavity Trap" problem happens because only local geometry information of mesh near proximity (tip of tool), not global mesh, is considered. So to solve this problem, some modified approaches [13, 14] considered neighborhood information. They use the connection information to compute the contact triangle strip for collision detection. In our method, only the position information of model vertices is used. So it can be applied to mesh-free based model, such as point cloud. Fig. 5 illustrates the visual performance of our collision detection algorithm compared with a standard point-based method. In Fig. 5a , the whole L-hook can touch the surface of liver and deform the model realistically. However, in Fig. 5c , the handle of L-hook is penetrated in the liver because of "Local Concavity Trap".
Deformation of soft tissue
For the colorectal surgery, large movement and deformation of soft tissues take place in the operation. It is a great challenge to compute such deformation realistically in real time. For physical-based simulation, most current approaches are based on the finite element method (FEM) [20, 21] or the mass spring system (MSS) [22, 23] . Although FEM has been widely adopted due to its good accuracy, but it may not be an effective approach for our application, when a set of volumetric mesh discretization has to be created and maintained dynamically to capture the large deformation.
In our application, two different types of deformation are involved.
(1) The actual maneuverer of the intestines can be described as slender, flexible mechanical structure when the surgical instrument interact with them. We have adopted the hybrid mechanical model developed in [18] to accurately and effectively simulate such deformation in real time, where the details is in the following section "Cosserat rectum modelling".
(2) In laparoscopic rectal resection surgery for cancer, the procedure often involves dissection of the fat and membrane tissues surrounding the bowl in the preparation for resection. These membrane tissues are extremely thin structures which can shrink significantly after cutting. A elastic surface model is suitable, to represent its physical behavior. We develop a multiple-layer mass spring model to simulate this behaviour which is outlined in the section of "Multi-layer mass spring model".
Cosserat rectum modelling
For a slender object, like rectum, a non-linear Cosserat rod model captures its dynamics behaviour well [24] . As in Fig.  6 , the structure of a rectum is treated as a one-dimensional geometric rod coincided with its geometric centreline. Three directors are fixed to the centreline as a metric which indicates the shearing, dilating and rotation related to the cross-section. And a dissipation energy (13) is introduced to compute the state of the rectum in interaction. Appendix A describes the detail of this model.
Multi-layer mass spring model
We use a mass spring model contained multiple layers to describe the mechanic behaviour of the membrane and fat tissues surrounding the rectum. It can be illustrated in Fig. 7 as sketch map. Here we designed four dynamic layers for this mechanic model. The first layer covers on the surface of rectum mesh. It shows as a yellow solid circle near the centre position most in Fig. 7a . The mass node on this layer can be generated by the cross-section detection of the rectum model along its media axis. The data structure of the nodes is regularized by uniform re-sampling. In our system, the data structure is treated as a 600 × 400 grid. The geometric position of nodes on the first layer is determined by the deformation of rectum model with the hybrid approach mentioned in (a). The fourth layer (red solid circle in Fig. 7a ) is on the surface of soft tissue surrounding the rectum. The mass node can be generated by uniform re-sampling as the same manner according to the data structure of nodes on the first layer. The second layer (yellow dotted circle in Fig. 7a ) is the membrane tissue attached to the rectum. The third layer (red dotted circle in Fig. 7a ) is the membrane tissue attached to the soft tissue surrounding the rectum. The nodes on the second and third layer can be generated by the interpolation of the nodes pair on the first and fourth layer. And these nodes are linked in sequence by spring from the first layer to the fourth layer. The whole process above can be done automatically by following multi-layer mass spring model generation algorithm, which can be applied to all the tube like models:
Step 1: Generate the media axis of rectum model with the skeletonization algorithm presented in [26] . And the media axis is uniform sampled and constructed by an array of centre points (such as 1 1 , , Fig. 8a ). Then, with an adjustable step length along the media axis, the cross-section of the rectum model is detected at the position of these centre points. This process can be described as Fig. 8b and Fig. 8c . Supposing the current centre point processed is i p , we first search the nearest triangles around i p , to detect the triangle strip which contains the silhouette of crosssection (Fig. 8b) . Then the intersection points on the edges of the triangle strip with the cross-section plane through i p can be detected and connected in sequence as the coarse cross-section silhouette. And a fine cross-section with adjustable size of nodes can be generated after uniform re-sampling by length. Finally, every node on the current cross-section will be connected with its neighbour nodes on the previous and next cross-section by springs. After all the nodes are generated and linked as a grid (600× 400), the first layer of multiple layers mass spring model is built.
Step 2: Generate the media axis and cross-sections of the rectum surrounding tissue. Since the soft tissue model surrounding the rectum looks like a bigger tube covered the rectum model (Fig. 7b) , the approach in Step 1 can be used to generate the nodes of mass spring model for the fourth layer as the same manner. And these nodes should be aligned to their corresponding nodes on the first layer.
Step 3: Generate the nodes on the second and third layer by interpolation of the corresponding nodes pair on the first and fourth layer, and link them in sequence from the first layer to the fourth layer. The length of link between the second and the third layer is very small and variable. We treat these links as tiny springs which can be pressed or stretched during the deformation. The length of link between the first and the second layer, the third and the fourth layer is fixed. We treat these links as depth displacement from the model surface to the membrane attached. Fig. 9 illustrates a graphic result of this multi-layer mass spring rectum model with texture in our simulator. The springs between the second and third layer are illustrated by small yellow lines (Only the springs on the first crosssection can be seen due to the occlusion). Usually, we add the parameter "Alpha" in graphic rendering for the membranes (the second and third layer) to show its transparency feature. For the deformation computation, we input all the nodes and links among the four layers in a single dynamic system. When this dynamic system running, for node i P at the time step t, there is:
In above equations, D is the damping coefficient; ( ) i G P is the gravity. We use Runge-Kutta method [27] to solve this dynamic system and set the maximum iteration time as 25. Fig. 15 (in section of "Results") gives some screenshots in tests when simulator running. The FPS (frame per second) of simulation is usually from 60 to 80. It means the computation speed is high enough to perform a real-time graphic rendering (FPS>30). Besides the high computation efficiency, another important advantage of multi-layer mass spring model is the simplicity in dissection simulation.
The simulation of dissection
The critical procedure in laparoscopic rectal cancer surgery is cutting the tissue between the rectum and its surrounding soft tissue, to make the section of bad intestine (with tumour) disconnected with the pelvic structures and can be removed finally. So the dissection is the most important task in training. Technically, interactive realistic cutting is one of the most challenging topics in VR based surgery simulation. It has attracted a great deal of research efforts. Most cutting algorithms [28, 29, 30 ] based on mesh processing need to change the topology of model, even remesh the object. It is a extremely time consuming process. In this paper, inspired by the mechanism of residual strain in bio-material [31] , we present a straightforward real-time incision technique which can be used to specially simulate the dissection procedure of detaching the rectum model from its surrounding tissue. This technique is designed based on the multi-layer mass spring model and can produce the realistic shrinking effect of the surrounding tissue when they are detached from the rectum. Residual strain exists in many kinds of bio-material. It causes complexity for the estimation of deformation when a given bio-structure subjects to external loads. Experiments were designed to investigate the inner strain distribution of the residual stress but often limited to tubular structures, such as arterial [31] and oesophagus [33, 34] . Analysis by Alastrué et al. [35] showed that the incorporation of residual stress in the computation affects the circumferential stress field of arterial structure as well as the deformed configuration. In our simulation, we want to produce the shrinking effect of connective tissues surrounding the rectum near the pelvis floor when they are separated from the rectum. Such deformation could have been caused by the residual strain. In the real surgery, the surgeon has to estimate its effect before and during the dissection to reduce the risk of unwanted damage and complication. There lacks of experimental evidence to provide information for the residual strain distribution within the area of interest. The shrinking effect of rectum surrounding tissue in the real surgery video suggests that the connective tissue may subject to pre-stressed tensile force. The experiments on oesophagus [33, 34] suggested the residual strain can vary from 0 to 0.3. Here we would assume a residual tensile strain of 0.1 uniformly distributed in the connective tissue. Prime [36] suggested the contour of the exposed surface due to a cut can be related to adding a counterpart force to the cutting plane according to the superposition principle. Therefore, given the known residual tensile stress, we can identify the deformed shape by applying the equivalent force on the surface (Fig. 10) . We computed the residual stress r Where E is the Young's modulus and r ε is the residual strain. Here coupled with (3) and (5), we simplify the simulation of dissection as a "spring cutting" procedure, which can be illustrated as Fig. 11 . The L-hook is usually used as the dissection instrument. If the tip of L-hook touches a incorrect place or vulnerable area which should be avoided in training, the system will give an alarm. Otherwise, when the tip of L-hook touches the area of the second and third layer of this model, it will search the springs between these two layers in a small sphere range (the small circle in dotted line). If a spring is detected, it will be "cut off" (deleted) from this mass spring model and removed from the dynamic system. Meanwhile, a residual tensile stress is added on the nodes linked by this spring. So with (3) and (5), there is:
After the computation of this updated dynamic system, a shrinking effect for the rectum and its surrounding tissue will be performed. Fig. 16 gives some experimental results of dissection simulation. Due to the residual tensile stress and the shrinking effect, we can found the rectum and its surrounding tissue are separated clearly after dissection (Fig. 16b) .
Evaluation for the training
Besides providing the realistic surgical simulation in real time, our simulator can also assess trainees' surgical skills and offer trainees constructive feedback in and after simulation.
At present, several commercial medical simulators [5, 6, 7] have been developed to provide the basic functions of evaluation and consultancy to trainees. However, for the laparoscopic rectum surgery training, few VR based simulators implement the assessment functions. In reality, the continued need for comprehensive assessment and instructor's feedback from training system is often cited as a primary reason for the reluctance of many medical schools to fully embrace VR based training techniques [3] . For that purpose, to implement the assessment function for laparoscopic rectum surgery in our simulator, we define the dynamic assessment model and present a hierarchy evaluation module.
Dynamic assessment model
In the evaluation process, there are seven essential factors: evaluation subject, evaluation object, purpose, metrics, method, result and time. In our simulator, evaluation subject is the VR based laparoscopic rectum surgery simulator, which is authorized to evaluate the trainee's surgical skills; evaluation object is the trainees; the main purpose is providing constructive feedback to trainees for skill promotion through; Metrics represent aspects of surgical skills and can be composed as a hierarchy structure (Table 1) in our system for comprehensive evaluation; For the method, we apply the Fuzzy logic [37] to the data recorded, and determine the levels of expertise for each trainee considering the most major evaluation metrics. By recording the training data of virtual operation on the simulator, the evaluation result is provided to trainees after analysis. Meanwhile, during the procedure of simulation, the system can also instruct the trainees when improper manipulation happens. For example, the system will give alarm when the trainee grasping or cutting a vulnerable area which should be avoided. So the evaluation exists in intra-operative and postoperative intervention procedures. Based on the descriptions above, we define and build a dynamic assessment model, which is shown in Fig. 12 . In this figure, the evaluation results can give feedback to the trainees to improve their training behaviour in real time. So this process forms a dynamic loop.
Hierarchy Evaluation Module
The comprehensive evaluation of surgical skills is difficult since it involves the assessment of all aspects of surgeon's techniques, such as the ability of correct decision making in response to the discrete events in a surgical scenario, maintaining the proper visibility of the surgical field, achieving sufficient exposure of critical anatomy structures, removing the optimal volume of tissue, apply appropriate velocities and forces when vulnerable anatomy structures are approached, et al. It is not practical to consider all the possible factors to assess a trainee. And some factors belong to the domain of psychology, which is hard to be measured by a quantitative approach. So we should select the key evaluation metrics which fit the given surgery best, and assemble these metrics to a form which can reflect the trainee's skill in a higher level. Here, compared with some existing simulators [5, 7] , we set up a comprehensive evaluation module with hierarchy structure rather than providing the basic evaluation metrics only.
The surgical skill hierarchy evaluation module covers the most major training targets with different hierarchy levels. Its structure can be illustrated as Table 1 . In this table, evaluation metrics are divided into four grades: the first grade indicates the surgical expertise of the trainee. The other three grades are composed by subsets of concrete evaluation metrics. On the second grade, the surgical skills are evaluated by following three categories of metrics: Efficiency (the time spent on training task, and the quantity of redundant fabrics used), Safety (the parameters that measure the safety of operations in virtual training, such as the ability to avoid unwanted collisions between instruments and vulnerable tissues), Quality (the parameters which measure the performed skills of trainees in the task). We also define the adjustable weights for each evaluation metrics, which are illustrated in Fig. 13 . After the weights setting, the system can compute the total score for trainees. The personal information and training record for each individual will be listed below the Window of "Learning Centre" in the system interface (Fig. 14a) . After all the trainees' performance are evaluated and recorded, the system will classify the trainees to different levels according to the evaluation scores of their surgical expertise. And the distribution of level for all the trainees can be illustrated in the system interface (Fig.  14b) .
Results
Implementing the techniques above, a prototype virtual reality based simulation and assessment system is developed for the laparoscopic rectum surgery. When the system starts, the simulator generates a continuous loop with force feedback. The haptic devices send the position and orientation information of surgery instruments to the computer. The collisions detection between the surgery instruments and organ models are processed according to these data. The soft tissue deformation and the feedback force are computed by the hybrid mechanical model of rectum and the multilayer mass spring model of rectum surrounding tissue. Then the signal of feedback force will be sent to the haptic devices for rendering. When simulator running, the assessment module will record all the evaluation metrics for each trainee. Meanwhile, since the assessment is a dynamic process, it can give trainee instructions in real time when improper manipulation happens. Finally, after the training finished, the system will give a score to each trainee and illustrates statistical data for this trainee group. Our system is running on a Workstation with Intel CoreQuad 2.83GHz, 6 GB RAM and equipped with a NVIDIA Quadro FX 3700 graphics card. The force refreshing frequency is 1000Hz and the graphic refreshing frequency is 45Hz. The total cost of the system hardware is about 12,000 US dollars, which is approximately 1/6 of the cost to purchase a commercial VR surgery simulator (etc. Lap Mentor [6]).
To verify the effectiveness of the techniques presented in our system, we test the dissection simulation which is the most important training task in the surgery. In this test, trainee use three instruments (one L-hook and two graspers) to detach a section of rectum from its surrounding soft tissue. From the experimental results illustrated in Fig. 15 , we can found the deformation is plausible. After dissection, the rectum and its surrounding tissue are separated clearly. Moreover, our simulator also implement special visuals, such as smoking, for the training (Fig. 15f) .
We also let ten subjects with varying laparoscopic colorectal surgery experience tested and assessed our system. The subjects were asked to perform the procedure of dissection (Fig. 16 ) on our simulator, and then to answer a feedback questionnaire consisting of nine questions: (1) realism of the anatomy, (2) realism of the appearance of the simulator interface, (3) realism of the instrument handling, (4) overall realism of the dissection task, (5) quality of force feedback in performing the tasks (6) usefulness in learning hand-eye coordination (7) usefulness in learning ambidexterity skills, (8) overall usefulness in learning the fundamental surgical skills (9) Accuracy of the evaluation for the performance in training. Each question can be answered on a 5 point Likert scale with 5 for very good satisfactory and 1 for very poor. The results from the questionnaire study are given in Table 2 .
Discussion
The first VR based surgery simulator for rectum cancer is designed. Throughout the whole development process for this simulator, three senior surgeons from the Royal Bournemouth and Christchurch Hospital, Poole Hospital (NHS, UK) have been involved in this project closely. They advise us about the medical content and assist to evaluate the training results as both consultants and trainees. A satisfactory tactile feedback is achieved finally according to their operation experience. Through haptic rendering, users can watch the realistic internal surgery environment with visual outputs and tactile feeling in real time.
In the evaluation process, the result from the preliminary study (Table 2) shows the average scores for all the questions. It also indicates which aspects need to be improved for more realistic and useful simulation. In Table 2 , the lowest score (3.1) are "the realism of the anatomy". Due to the computation complexity, we currently modify the original rough rectum model to a clean and smooth one. In future, we can apply GPGPU programming (e.g. CUDA) to enhance the graphic computation power for our system. Then we can choose more complex rectum model for surgery simulation.
Conclusion and future work
We have developed a prototype virtual reality based training and assessment system for the laparoscopic rectum surgery. Several technical innovations have been presented in this article, including the generalized cylinder based collision detection, the multi-layer mass spring model for the deformation and rectum dissection, a dynamic model for hierarchy evaluation. And real-time visual performance are achieved. The surgeon collaborators are satisfied with the realistic visual quality and tactile feedback of our simulator.
Despite successful implementation of the prototype, this simulator also has a few limitations. Since Phantom Omni provides only a 3-DOF force feedback, the torque is not considered during the surgery training process. In real laparoscopic surgery, the proper cutting torque is required. So we plan to choose more sophisticated haptic devices coupled with torque feedbacks to enhance the tactile realism for dissection simulation. We also plan to add GPGPU programming to enhance its graphic computation speed further for our system. Then we can choose more complex rectum model for surgery simulation. Furthermore, currently we just implement the function of training assessment. In future, more trials and study will be made in the assessment of laparoscopic rectum surgery training through our system. With the collected and analyzed data, this VR based training system will be compared quantitatively with other approaches, such as physical based training and standard laparoscopic training.
Using the Langrangian approach, we can formulate the motion equations as ( )
T is the kinetic energy, U is the potential energy, D is the dissipation energy. J k is the Jacobian matr
, and f is the external forces.
The kinetic energy T is defined by the velocity of the beam's centreline and its angular part is ignored, where ρ is the mass density and A is the cross-sectional area.
The potential energy U is defined as elastic energy that induced by bending (the 1 st and 2 nd terms in the integration), twisting (the 3 rd term in the integration) and the elongation (the 4 th term in the integration) parts. The dissipation energy D is related to the non-conservative forces and γ i are the damp coefficients.
In equation (13), q k is the general displacement vector and k q & is the general velocity vector of the k-th node. In our discretization, q k are the angular values which describe the orientation change of local frame defined by directors in Fig. 6a plus the local elongation parameter at the k-th node position. Equation (13) leads to the equation of motion expressed by the general displacement vector q k : . We solve the equation (13) to update the state of the rectum in interaction. For details of collision handling, readers can refer to [8, 18] 
